A two-dimensional dynamic cloud model with detailed microphysics and a spectral treatment of gas scavenging was used to simulate trace gas vertical redistribution in precipitating continental and maritime clouds. A general picture of gas transport in such clouds has been developed by examining the sensitivity to a range of parameters, including cloud dynamic and microphysical structure, gas solubility, and the method of calculating gas uptake by droplets. Gases with effective Henry's law constants (H * ) ranging from zero to greater than 10 9 mol dm −3 atm −1 were simulated. The abundance of highly soluble gases in the uppermost parts (top 1 km or so) of continental precipitating clouds was found to be as much as 20-50% of that of the insoluble tracer under conditions where the mixing ratio of the tracer was approximately 5% of its boundary layer value. The abundance of highly soluble gases was approximately 6 times higher in the uppermost parts of the continental cloud than in the maritime cloud, due to differences in wet removal efficiency in the two cloud types. A fully kinetic calculation of gas uptake, as opposed to assuming Henry's law equilibrium, was found to have a significant effect on gas transport, with the abundance of highly soluble gases in the uppermost parts of the cloud being a factor of 5 lower in the equilibrium simulations. The temperature dependence of the Henry's law constant was also found to be an important parameter in determining the abundance of soluble gases at cloud top, with the abundance of moderately soluble gases being as much as 70% lower when the temperature dependence of H * was included. This reduction in abundance was found to be equivalent to increasing the temperature-independent solubility by a factor of 7. The vertical transport of soluble gases could be parameterized in large-scale models by normalizing against the transport of tracers. However, our results suggest that there is no straightforward scaling factor, particularly if small concentrations of Correspondence to: Y. Yin (yan@env.leeds.ac.uk) highly soluble gases in the upper troposphere need to be defined.
Introduction
Convective clouds play an important role in the vertical transport and wet removal of trace species that are emitted primarily at the Earth's surface or formed inside the planetary boundary layer. They allow within an hour or less an efficient vertical transport of gases and particles from the boundary layer to the upper troposphere.
The rapid vertical transport of air into the free and upper troposphere (UT) is important for two reasons: firstly, it can affect the chemistry of the UT region by transporting chemically reactive trace gases. Cloud transport may lead to a direct change in the abundance of trace gases in the UT region, or species abundances may be affected over longer periods of time through subsequent chemical reactions. Secondly, convective clouds may perturb the aerosol physical and chemical properties in the UT by acting as a direct source of aerosols from lower atmospheric layers or by providing a source of aerosol precursor gases, such as SO 2 or dimethyl sulfide. Convective clouds may also transport chemical species that can subsequently partition into the UT aerosols, thereby affecting their chemical composition.
The importance of cloud transport of trace species has been shown by numerous authors for different clouds and cloud systems. Measurements dealing with the vertical transport of trace gases were carried out, e.g. by Ehhalt et al. (1985) , Ching and Alkezweeny (1986) , Drummond et al. (1988) , and Pickering et al. (1989) . Based on aircraft tracer observations, Ching and Alkezweeny (1986) suggested that mixed-layer pollutants can be lifted above the planetary boundary layer into the overlying free troposphere or cloud c European Geophysical Society 2001 20 Y. Yin et al.: Trace gas transport in liquid phase convective clouds layer by non-precipitating but active or venting-type cumulus clouds.
Numerical models have been used to investigate the vertical transport of different trace gases by convective clouds. Using a two dimensional "Staubsauger" (vacuum cleaner) model, Chatfield and Crutzen (1984) studied the SO 2 distribution in the tropical marine atmosphere, especially in relation to cloud transport, and their results suggested that a significant fraction of DMS can escape oxidation in the marine boundary layer and be transported to the upper troposphere by deep convection, especially in the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) region. Tremblay (1987) used a cumulus model to examine the transport of HNO 3 , SO 2 , NH 3 , and H 2 O 2 . Wang and Chang (1993) used a 3-D cloud resolving model to examine transport of HNO 3 , SO 2 , and H 2 O 2 . Flossmann and Wobrock (1996) and Kreidenweis et al. (1997) examined the transport of SO 2 through convective clouds, including the effect of in-cloud chemical reactions. The transport of sulfur dioxide and dimethyl sulfide (DMS) into the free and upper troposphere is important because of the role played by these gases in aerosol formation. More recently, Mari et al. (2000) studied the transport of CO, CH 3 OOH, CH 2 O, H 2 O 2 , HNO 3 , and SO 2 in a 1-D entraining/detraining plume model with ice microphysics, and compared the results with observations from the TRACE-A (Trace and Atmospheric Chemistry Near the Equator-Atlantic) campaign. A comprehensive review of the observational and modeling studies on cloud venting by a wide variety of cloud types has been given by Cotton et al. (1995) . Crutzen and Lawrence (2000) used a global ChemistryTransport model (MATCH) to investigate the impact of convective and large-scale precipitation scavenging on the transport of trace gases from the earth's surface. Their results show, when only dissolution of species in the liquid phase is taken into account, mixing ratio reductions in the middle and upper troposphere of about 10%, 50%, and 90% for gases with Henry's law constants of 10 3 , 10 4 , and 10 5 mol dm −3 atm −1 , respectively. However, this model does not resolve clouds.
Using a three-dimensional convective cloud model with a parameterization of mixed phase particle microphysics, Barth et al. (2001) investigated the fate of tracers of varying solubilities in a deep convective system over central USA. They find that the transport of gases to the UT depends strongly on gas solubility and the assumptions made about gas retention in ice particles.
The detailed cloud modelling studies outlined above have all focussed on transport of a limited number of gases under well defined conditions; often relevant to a specific set of observations. The gases have been selected to represent typical high, low, and moderate solubility gases or to compare model results with observations. Although there is a reasonably well defined group of gases whose transport to the UT is of particular importance to the chemistry of this region of the atmosphere, a complete understanding of the composition of the UT region, including its aerosol loading, requires a wider range of gases to be considered.
Organic species are one example of a group of gases whose solubility varies almost continuously from insoluble to extremely soluble. The sole source of primary organic species is the earth's surface. However, recent observations using an aerosol mass spectrometer indicate that UT aerosols often contain more organic material than sulfate (Murphy et al., 1998) . Such observations confirm that our understanding of the influences on aerosol composition in the UT are far from complete. The composition of the aerosol organic matter is not known, but it is likely to be composed of a very wide range of water-soluble species from natural and anthropogenic sources. Candidate species for the organic components of atmospheric aerosols have been identified by Saxena and Hildemann (1996) based on estimated solubilities in water, mostly at 25
• C. However, the range of species of potential importance is likely to be much greater in the UT due to the lower temperatures and higher gas solubilities there. For example, the solubility of a typical short chain carboxylic acid with an enthalpy of solution of about 4 × 10 4 J mol −1 is approximately 400 times higher at −50
• C than it is at 25 • C. However, highly soluble species are also likely to be scavenged in the convective cloud column, thus reducing their abundance in the UT. Thus, a complete understanding of the factors that control UT aerosol composition requires a careful analysis of the transport of gases with wide ranging solubility.
The purpose of our study is to identify systematic changes in species transport depending on gas solubility, change in solubility with temperature, and cloud microphysical structure. We restrict the simulations to liquid phase processes, and concentrate on developing a picture of the factors that control gas transport in the absence of ice particles. In a further study we introduce ice particles and examine the effect that they have on gas transport for the same clouds. In contrast to previous studies, we do not restrict our simulations to specific gases under specific conditions. A moderate convective cloud is used with different background CCN spectra and different cloud morphology. Trace gases with effective Henry's law constant ranging from zero up to 10 9 mol dm
A brief description of the model is given in Sect. 2, followed by the initial conditions for the simulations and design of the numerical experiments in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, the main results are presented, and discussions and summaries are given in Sect. 5.
Model description
In this study we use a two-dimensional slab-symmetric nonhydrostatic cloud model (see Yin et al. (2000) for more details) . The wind components in the horizontal and vertical Table 1 . Equilibrium reactions of trace gas dissociation in water and the reaction constants (after Sander (1999) and Seinfeld and Pandis (1998) 1400 Lide et al. (1995) directions are calculated based on the vorticity equation and stream function. The dynamic equations are also solved for the virtual potential temperature perturbation (θ v ), the specific humidity perturbation (q v ), the specific concentration of aerosols, and the number and mass concentrations of cloud particles in a spectral bin.
The microphysical processes included are: nucleation of aerosol particles, condensation and evaporation, collisioncoalescence, binary break-up (Low and List kernel), and sedimentation. All these microphysical processes are formulated and solved using the method of Multi-Moments (Tzivion et al., 1987) .
The cloud particles are divided into 34 bins with mass doubling for adjacent bins (m k+1 =2m k , k =1, 2,· · · , 34). The masses of the lower boundary of the first bin and the upper boundary of the last bin were 0.1598×10 −13 and 0.17468×10 −3 kg, respectively, which correspond to drop diameters of 3.125 and 8063 µm. The aerosol spectrum is divided into 67 bins with a minimum radius of 0.0041 µm.
The grid size of the model is set to 300 m in both horizontal and vertical directions. The width and height of the domain are 30 and 12 km, respectively. A time step of 2.5 s is used for diffusive growth/evaporation, 0.1 s for gas absorption, and 5 s for all other processes.
In order to keep the simulated cloud within the domain and at the same time to minimize the computer memory requirement, a moving coordinate system has been used for clouds formed under an environmental wind field.
To simulate the evolution of trace gases in the air and in cloud drops, the dynamic and microphysical equations are also applied to the mixing ratio of a gas species i in the air, M a,i , and that in aqueous (droplet) phase, M d,i . These equations are given as
and
where the subscript k denotes the drop spectral bin number. The terms D and F q represent the advective and turbulent transfer operators. Entrainment appears as a result of subgrid turbulent mixing at the edges of the cloud (see Yin et al. (2000) for more details). The variation of these functions with spatial location is implied. Also, the S terms represent sources/sinks of chemical species and mass transfer in a given bin due to microphysical processes, and are given by
with the subscripts standing for:
trans. mass transport of trace species between the gas and aqueous phase;
cond/evap. bin shift due to condensation and evaporation of water from drops; coll/break. mass transfer of dissolved gas due to collisioncoalescence and break-up of drops;
sedim. transfer to lower layers and possible eventual loss of dissolved gases by sedimentation of drops.
2.1 Kinetics of mass transport between the gas and aqueous phase
The rate of mass transport between gas species i and a group of aqueous drops with radius of r and number concentration of N r (per mole of air), can be written as (e.g. Pandis and Seinfeld, 1989; Chen, 1992) 
where M d,i,r is the molar mixing ratio respect to air of gas species i inside drops with radius r, H * the effective Henry's law constant of species i, R the universal gas constant, T the temperature, D g,i the diffusivity of gas species i in air, V r the volume of drops with radius r, P i the partial pressure of gas species i in the environment, N Sh,i the mass ventilation coefficient (Sherwood number), and η a factor to account for the free-molecular effect on mass transfer rate (Jacob, 1986) , which is a function of the Knudsen number Kn and the sticking coefficient α i of gas species i to a spherical drop (Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998):
The sticking coefficient α i for gaseous species on small droplets has been an elusive quantity. In the measurements of the sticking coefficients of SO 2 (Gardner et al., 1987) and HO 2 (Mozurkewich et al., 1987) onto aqueous solutions, it has been found that the corresponding values of α i are slightly larger than 0.01. Wang and Crutzen (1995) indicated that under typical natural atmospheric conditions the uptake of trace gases into cloud or rain droplets depends only weakly on the values of sticking coefficient because of the limitations on diffusive transfer. Based on previous studies (e.g. Pandis and Seinfeld, 1989; Wang and Crutzen, 1995) a value of 0.1 has been used in our simulation for all the species. The effective Henry's law coefficient, H * , for a species i that undergoes aqueous phase dissociation differs from the Henry's law coefficient H i for the molecule, as it accounts for the ionic forms of the dissolved gas (e.g. Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998) . For example, for a gas with two stages of dissociation, such as SO 2 ,
where K 1 and K 2 are the first and second ionic dissociation coefficients. Because the dissolved gases do not normally contribute to the drop size, Eq. (4) is a linear differential equation of order one and can be solved analytically as (7) where τ is the time step for gas dissolution, and
r k is the average radius of drops in a bin k, and is calculated as where, N k and M k are the first and second moment of the drop spectral bin k.
Gas solubilities
The gas solubilities (Henry's law coefficients) and dissociation coefficients considered in this study are listed in Table 1 . The temperature dependence of Henry's law coefficients and dissociation coefficients are expressed according to the van't Hoff's relation
where ∆H is the enthalpy change for the equilibrium relations involved, K(T 0 ) is the equilibrium constant at a standard temperature T 0 (T 0 = 298 K in this study), and R is the universal gas constant. The droplet pH is set to 5.0 for all size classes. The gases are treated as non-interacting; that is, no irreversible chemical reactions are included and the pH of the droplet doesn't change with the dissolution of acid gases. This simplistic approach is in accord with our desire to explore a full range of gas solubilities, rather than the specific properties of a few gases.
Initial conditions and numerical experiments

Initial conditions
Simulations were performed for maritime and continental situations. For both cases an artificial thermodynamic profile representative of typical conditions was used. The profile produces a cloud with a base at 8-10
• C (1.5-1.8 km) and a top between -25 and -28
• C (7.5-8.0 km). Clouds in the real atmosphere are unlikely to remain free of ice particles above -10
• C level. However, our aim is to use these simulations as a baseline for understanding the more complex gas-particle interactions that occur in clouds containing ice. In order to initiate the cloud, a warm bubble of 600 m height and 600 m width, and temperature of 2
• C higher than its surroundings was applied for one time step at t = 0 in the middle of the domain.
The number concentration of aerosols large enough to act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) distinguishes the maritime and continental clouds. The CCN number concentration in the model is expressed as a function of the supersaturation according to
Here N (S) is the cumulative number of CCN active at or below the supersaturation S, S 0 is the reference supersaturation (1%) at which the cumulative concentration equals N 0 , and k an empirical parameter. In this paper the values of N 0 and k representing a continental and a maritime cloud are determined based on Cooper et al. (1997) , and Twomey and Wojciechowski (1969) , respectively. The values of N 0 and k for each CCN spectrum are given in Table 2 . In addition, the CCN are assumed to be composed of ammonium sulfate, regardless of size, and the CCN concentrations are assumed to decrease exponentially with altitude with a scale height of 2.5 km (according to Pruppacher and Klett (1997) ). The initial horizontal wind speed is set to 2 m s −1 at the surface level, linearly increasing to 10.7 m s −1 at about 9 km, and constant at 10.7 m s −1 at higher levels. Simulations are also performed with zero horizontal wind.
The initial profiles of temperature, dew point temperature, wind speed, and CCN spectra are shown in Fig. 1 .
Because the main purpose of these simulations is to estimate to what extent the gases from the boundary layer can be transported to the free atmosphere and upper troposphere, the initial trace gas mixing ratio was arbitrarily assumed to be 1 ppbv and to be homogeneously distributed in the boundary layer with a height of 1.5 km. Further simulations were performed to examine the relative contribution of entrained trace gases at different altitudes to the the budget in the UT.
Numerical experiments
Six numerical experiments were conducted to test the sensitivity of gas transport to gas solubility, cloud dynamics, and the initial conditions. The different simulations are listed in Table 3 and are now briefly described.
Gases with different solubilities were considered by varying the effective Henry's law constant H * from 0 (insoluble tracers) to 10 9 mol dm −3 atm −1 (highly soluble gases). The changes of H * with temperature were not considered in these baseline simulations. Further experiments with real gases, taking into account the change of solubility with temperature, provide a useful indication of the sensitivity of gas transport to this parameter. The equilibrium reactions and Henry's law constants of these gases are listed in Table 1 . Experiments were performed for continental clouds with and without horizontal wind shear. These experiments were designed to understand the sensitivity of gas transport to cloud dynamic structure. All subsequent simulations included wind shear. The continental cloud was compared with a maritime cloud by using a different CCN spectrum (see Sect. 3.1) in order to understand the sensitivity of gas transport to two very different cloud microphysical structures under the same environmental conditions. In the fourth simulation, gas uptake by drops was calculated based on Henry's law equilibrium, thus neglecting the time-dependent gas uptake into droplets. This sensitivity case was used to understand the influence of the equilibrium assumption on gas redistribution. Finally, the calculations were repeated using 20 real gases in the continental and maritime clouds. In these runs we include the temperature-dependence of solubility.
Results
General features of the cloud macro-and microstructure
The time-evolution of the maximum values of updraft speed, liquid water content (LWC), drop number concentration, rainfall rate, and rain amount at the surface in the continentalunsheared, continental-sheared, and maritime-sheared runs is shown in Fig. 2 . In the continental-unsheared run, the cloud began to form after 13 min of simulation, and reached its maximum updraft (18.5 m s −1 ) 13 min later. The peak values of droplet number concentration (844 cm −3 ) and liquid water content (5.8 g kg −1 ) were reached after 26 and 28 min, respectively, or 13 and 15 min after cloud initiation. Rainfall started at 37 min and reached a maximum rate (84 mm h −1 ) at 47 min. The maximum accumulated precipitation amount at the surface in this case was 14 mm.
The clouds in the continental-sheared and maritimesheared cases appeared 2-3 min later than in the continentalunsheared case, although the same temperature and humidity profiles were used. The peak values of updraft speed were also smaller in the sheared runs. These results indicate that the background wind field used here postpones and prohibits cloud development, which is consistent with previous studies (e.g. Takeda, 1971) . Accordingly, the clouds in the sheared cases also reached their peak values of updraft velocity, LWC, and droplet number concentration later than in the unsheared case.
The maximum droplet concentration reached only 119 cm −3 in the maritime simulation compared with 922 cm −3 in the continental run. The higher droplet concen- tration in the continental simulation leads to smaller cloud droplets and a reduced rainfall efficiency, which results from a reduced collision-coalescence efficiency. Consequently, both the rainfall rate and rain amount at the surface in the continental-sheared run were much lower than in the maritime-sheared run. In addition, the times for rain initiation and maximum rainfall rate were also 3-4 min later in the former case than in the latter. Such variations in rainfall rate can have an important influence on the efficiency of gas transport to the free and upper troposphere.
General features of gas redistribution and the effect of cloud dynamics
The continental-unsheared and sheared simulations have been designed to investigate the effect of cloud dynamic structure on the vertical redistribution of trace gases. Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the spatial distributions of species within the continental clouds assuming an insoluble tracer and two soluble gases. The species abundances are expressed as a fraction of the initial boundary layer mixing ratio. The three gas solubilities represent an insoluble tracer (H * =0, Fig. 3 ), a moderately soluble gas (H * =10 4 mol dm −3 atm −1 , Fig. 4) , and a highly soluble gas (H * =10 7 mol dm −3 atm −1 , Fig. 5 ).
In these simulations the insoluble tracer mixing ratio reaches a maximum of approximately 40% of its boundary layer value in the middle of the unsheared cloud (∼ 5 km altitude) after 60 min (left side of Fig. 3 ). This transport is in good agreement with the simulations of Kreidenweis et al. (1997) (their Fig. 6 ). In contrast, the maximum concentration in the sheared cloud is only 25% of the boundary layer value. The reduced transport of the insoluble tracer in the sheared case results from the less vigorous and shorter-lived updraft, as shown in Fig. 2a .
The abundances of the soluble species are reduced relative to the insoluble tracer due to partitioning into cloud water followed by rain-out (compare Figs. 3e and 4c) . After 60 min, the maximum concentration of the moderately soluble gas in the cloud is 25% of the boundary layer value, compared with 40% for the insoluble tracer. Although the maximum rainfall amount in the unsheared case is about twice as high as in the sheared case (Fig. 2e) , the total abundance of the moderately soluble gas in the unsheared cloud is still higher, due to the more efficient dynamical transport in this case.
The abundance of the highly soluble gas (Fig. 5 ) is reduced to less than 5% of its boundary layer mixing ratio in the middle of the cloud after 60 min of simulation. A comparison of the gas-phase fraction with the total fraction in Fig. 5 also indicates that most of the highly soluble gas in the midtroposphere is in liquid phase. This fraction of gases will take part in further chemical reactions or be released when the cloud drops are completely evaporated.
A comparison of the different simulations shows that while the abundance of soluble gases is reduced significantly in the middle of the cloud (where concentrations are highest), the abundances of all gases are rather similar on the edge of the visible cloud (marked by the dotted lines). Thus, general statements about reduced transport of soluble gases are difficult to make; account must be taken for the very different transport properties to different parts of the cloud. Figure 6 shows vertical profiles of the species abundances (gas + aqueous phase) in the continental clouds, normalized to the abundance of the insoluble tracer, which is shown on the left side of the figure. The abundance is expressed as the total gas amount (moles) at each level after 60 min of simulation once rainfall has ceased. Normalization of the gas abundance to that of the insoluble tracer highlights the relatively efficient transport of even highly soluble species to the top of the cloud. Although the total amount of the insoluble tracer transported to the top of the cloud is low (typically ∼ 5% of the boundary layer mixing ratio), Fig. 6 shows that the abundance of the highly soluble species is ∼ 50% of that of the insoluble tracer in the case of the unsheared cloud and 20% for the sheared cloud. Calculated fractions more than 1 km outside the visible cloud are probably not reliable due to the extremely low concentrations involved.
The dependence of gas transport efficiency on gas solubility is shown in Fig. 7 . It is seen from both the integrated species mass above 4 km (or in the main outflow region) and that near the cloud top layer that insoluble gases stand out as those with a solubility H * < 10 3 mol dm −3 atm −1 and all such gases behave in an identical way in the cloud, and that highly soluble gases can be classed as those with H * > 10 6 mol dm −3 atm −1 , and their behaviour in the cloud is also independent of the precise value of their solubility. The transport of moderately soluble gases (10 3 < (H * /mol dm −3 atm −1 ) < 10 6 ) is highly dependent on the precise value of their solubility.
4.3 The effect of cloud microphysical structure Figure 8 shows the vertical profile of the species abundances in the maritime-sheared cloud simulation. The main differences between the continental (Fig. 6 ) and maritime results are:
(1) The mass of highly soluble gases in the cloud top layer is significantly higher in the continental cloud than in the maritime cloud. For example, the highly soluble gas abundance at cloud top in the maritime cloud is approximately 3% of that of the insoluble tracer, while it is 20% in the continental cloud.
The strongly reduced abundance of soluble gases at the top of maritime clouds is related to the cloud microphysical structure. The relatively high efficiency for rain formation via collision-coalescence in the maritime case leads to the dissolved gas being removed out the cloud more efficiently. In addition, rainfall starts earlier in the maritime cloud and lasts longer than in the continental sheared cloud (Fig. 2d) , both of which act to remove more soluble gases in the maritime cloud column.
(2) The differences between these two cases become less significant at lower levels. The lower mass at the 3000 m layer in the maritime-sheared simulation compared to that in continental sheared simulation is related to the stronger wet as well as dry deposition in this case, resulting from the heavier rainfall.
The effect of assuming gas-liquid equilibrium
We now examine the importance of explicit time-dependent calculations of gas transfer to droplets, rather than the alternative (and computationally faster) assumption that all droplets are in Henry's law equilibrium with the trace gases.
The two cases compared are the continental-sheared simulation, presented above, and a continental-equilibrium simulation, which also uses the sheared cloud dynamics. The gas dissolution process in the continental-sheared run is calculated using the kinetic equation Eq. 4, while the continental-equilibrium simulation calculates gas partitioning into droplets of all sizes based on thermodynamic equilibrium (Henry's law) between the gas phase and dissolved concentrations. The latter is also a common assumption in global chemical transport models.
Figures 9-11 show dissolved gas concentrations as a function of droplet size for gases with Henry's law constants of 10 2 , 10 4 , and 10 6 mol dm −3 atm −1 . The concentration of the low solubility gas in the droplets is identical in the two runs, irrespective of droplet size (Fig. 9) . In contrast, for gases with effective Henry's law constant of about H * =10 4 mol dm −3 atm −1 (Fig. 10) only the cloud droplets in the region 1 km above the cloud base (1.5-1.8 km) reached equilibrium, while the relatively large cloud and rain drops at the lower part of the cloud and below cloud base were not in equilibrium. Furthermore, for high solubility gases (Fig. 11 ) the gas concentrations in most of the drops are far from equilibrium.
The results indicate that species with a solubility less than ∼ 10 3 mol dm −3 atm −1 can be assumed to be in Henry's law equilibrium, while tracers with a solubility between 10 3 and 10 5 mol dm −3 atm −1 are in Henry's law equilibrium only for cloud droplets but not for rain drops. Species with even higher solubilities are not in Henry's law equilibrium at all. Similar results were also reported by Barth et al. (2001) in simulation of a deep convective system over central USA.
One of the consequences of assuming Henry's law equilibrium for soluble gases in rain water can be seen by comparing the concentrations of dissolved gas in rain drops during the evolution of cloud and precipitation. It can be seen from Figs. 10 and 11 that the concentrations at 40 min calculated using the kinetic equation are less than those obtained by assuming equilibrium, but at 60 min the results are opposite, indicating that the equilibrium assumption could lead to overestimation of scavenging of soluble gases by rain drops.
The effect of the equilibrium assumption can be seen clearly in Fig. 12 , which shows a vertical profile of soluble gas abundances normalized to the insoluble tracer. The ratios of the values in this figure to those in Fig. 6 for the continental-sheared case are listed in Table 4 . The total gas abundance below 3 km is significantly lower in the equilibrium simulation, especially for higher solubility gases, in spite of the fact that the dynamic and microphysical structure of the clouds formed in these two cases were the same. For example, the abundance of the most soluble gas (H * = 10 7 mol dm −3 atm −1 ) is reduced by 34%.
The effects of assuming equilibrium are also important in the upper parts of the cloud, which we are most interested in here. For H * = 10 6 mol dm −3 atm −1 the abundance at cloud top is reduced from 25% of the tracer mixing ratio to 20%. However, for the most soluble gas, the abundance at cloud top is reduced from 20% of the tracer mixing ratio to less than 8%. Thus, the assumption of equilibrium, while easy to implement in a model, may significantly underestimate the transport of highly soluble gases to the upper parts of clouds.
It is interesting to compare the results of Crutzen and Lawrence (2000) (using a global model) with the 3-D cloud model results of Barth et al. (2001) and the 2-D cloud model results in this study for continental conditions. In the global model runs of Crutzen and Lawrence, the soluble gas abundances in the UT were about 80-90% and 10-20% of the insoluble tracer for H * = 10 3 and 10 5 mol dm −3 atm −1 , respectively. In the Barth et al. study, the abundances of soluble tracers with H * = 10 3 and 10 5 mol dm 95% and 40-60% of the insoluble tracer in the outflow region of the cloud. In our study, the soluble gas abundances in the outflow region (above 4 km altitude) are 90-95% and 20-30% for H * = 10 3 and 10 5 mol dm −3 atm −1 , respectively. Thus, the cloud models produce higher abundances of soluble gases in the UT than does the global model of Crutzen and Lawrance (2000) . Barth et al. attributed 
Gas Concentration in Drops
Unit: µg l -1 Time: 60min Fig. 9 . Distributions of dissolved gas concentration inside drops at different locations after 40 and 60 min of simulation for the continental-sheared (blue lines) and continental-equilibrium (red lines) simulations. The solubility of the gas is equal to 10 2 mol dm −3 atm −1 . In one box the tick values for the abscissa are 1, 10, 1000, and 10 000 µm, and the range for the ordinate values are from 10 −2 to 10 4 µg l −1 .
clouds and precipitation properties could lead to a big difference in scavenging efficiency.
Implications for specific atmospheric gases
The solubility of trace gases was assumed to be temperatureindependent in the above simulations. Generally, the solubilities of trace gases increase with decreasing temperature. This effect will be particularly important for gases with a high enthalpy of solution, for which the solubility increases most steeply with decreasing temperature (Eq. 10) To investigate how the results obtained above differ for real gases of interest to atmospheric chemistry, the transport of 20 gases with Henry's law constants ranging from 10 −3 to more than 10 10 mol dm −3 atm −1 were performed. The results are compared in Fig. 13a and b with those obtained by using temperature-independent Henry's law constants. Each real gas has been placed on the plot at a Henry's law constant value appropriate to that of the gas at 0
• C. The offset from the line indicates the effect on gas transport of including the increasing gas solubility with decreasing temperature. It should be noted that in this simulation we have used the appropriate 0
• C value of Henry's law constant and enthalpy of solution, but have not included in the model any other effects of these gases, such as altered cloud droplet acidity or chemical reactions. Thus, this simulation represents a realistic natural variation in gas solubility and enthalpy of solution only. For low solubility gases (H * < 10 3 mol dm −3 atm −1 ) and high solubility gases (H * > 10 6 mol dm −3 atm −1 ) the change of temperature with height has little influence on the gas amount transported, as expected from the previous simulation. However, the transport of gases with moderate solubility (10 3 < (H * /mol dm −3 atm −1 ) < 10 6 ) is significantly different. For example, for CH 3 C(O)OOH (peroxyacetic acid), whose solubility increases by a factor of 28 between 25
• C and −25
• C, the abundance at cloud top is reduced by 40% by including the temperature dependence of solubility. The magnitude of the effect depends on the solubility of the gas (high and low solubility gases being hardly affected) and the enthalpy of solution. To further illustrate how the effect varies with enthalpy for moderately soluble gases, we have run the model with a suite of tracers with solubilities ranging from 10 3 to 10 6 mol dm −3 atm −1 and values of − ∆H R ranging from zero (no temperature-dependence) to 5000. The values of the integrated species mass above 4 km and near cloud top level are given in Tables 5 and 6 , respectively, varying with both solubility (at a reference temperature 0
• C) and the enthalpy. It is clear that the effect by assuming temperatureindependence increases with increasing enthalpy.
The model parameterization of gas transport through clouds used by Crutzen and Lawrence (2000) assumes that the gases have temperature-independent Henry's law constants. If this assumption is made then corrections to the mass transport calculation may have to be included for moderately soluble gases. One possible crude way of including temperature-dependent Henry's law constants would be to artificially increase the temperature-independent value used, based on results from model simulations like ours. From Fig. 13b , the effective (temperature-independent) 0
• C Henry's law constant of CH 3 C(O)OOH would have to be about 7 times higher in order to produce the same lower abundance at cloud top. The gas transport for the real gases seen in Fig. 13 has also been plotted against Henry's law constant at temperatures of -10, -20, -30
• C (not shown) from which it can be concluded that there is no single choice of effective cloud temperature which would collapse the data onto the temperature-independent curve.
Different trace gas vertical profiles
So far, we have examined transport from the boundary layer to the free and upper troposphere under the assumption that the gas was originally confined entirely to the boundary layer. Most pollution has its source in the Earth's boundary layer. However, persistent vertical mixing, either by clouds or general eddy diffusion, usually leads to a vertical profile of pollutant concentration that has a maximum in the boundary layer and progressively lower concentrations with increasing altitude. Thus, it is important to understand the relative contribution of different altitude levels to the net change in the abundance of a particular species at cloud top.
We have examined the transport from different altitude layers in a generalized way by flagging a particular gas with the altitude level at which it originated. The different tracers are then examined at each level to gain a picture of the distribution of source altitudes for a particular gas. Figure 14 summarizes the results of these simulations as contours of gas mass against altitude and source altitude. For a particular altitude in the model domain, the amount of gas contributed to that layer from another altitude layer in the model can be read-off. The gas amounts have been averaged over the full model domain, which is shown in its entirety in Fig. 3 , and the gas mixing ratio was assumed to be constant with altitude. Because gas partitioning into the liquid phase depends only on the intensive property H * , the results in Fig. 3 can be scaled with any vertical gas concentration profile (if the abundance of a gas at a particular source altitude is increased by a factor x, then the contribution of this source altitude to the gas abundance at all other levels will also be increased by a factor x.)
The results indicate that the greatest contribution to the abundance of a gas at a particular level is from close to that level itself (the diagonal of high values). This result is true of both insoluble (Fig. 14a) and soluble (Fig. 14b) Fig. 13 . The effect of the temperature dependence of the Henry's law constant on (a) integrated species mass above 4 km (or the main outflow region), (b) integrated species abundance at 7500 m altitude (or the cloud top layer). The solid lines shows the continental-sheared simulation (with constant H * ) and the symbols are results for the 20 real gases listed on the right (for pH=5). Note that these simulations do not account for any chemical reactions that these gases may undergo in the liquid or gas phase and are meant to illustrate only the sensitivity to the temperature dependence of solubility. apparent is a secondary maximum of insoluble gases at high altitudes and low source altitudes. This maximum indicates that the lowest 1-2 km above the surface contributes slightly more to the gas abundance at high altitudes than do intermediate levels. For example, about 11% of the insoluble gas at 6 km comes from the lowest 2 km of the atmosphere, while 8% comes from layers between 3 and 5 km. Nevertheless, these simulations show that entrainment of gas from the free troposphere and transport to cloud top is almost as efficient as the direct inflow of air from the boundary layer. At lower altitudes, a significant proportion of the gas has come from higher levels, which results from downdrafts as well as evaporation of precipitation particles for soluble gases.
The contributions of different altitude layers to the total abundance of the gas towards cloud top can be scaled directly in terms of the altitude profile of a particular gas. In the case of an insoluble gas with the same mixing ratio at all altitudes, these simulations show that approximately 80% of the gas at 6 km originated from ±1 km of that altitude, while only 11% came from the lowest 2 km of the atmosphere. Thus, if the abundance of the gas is 8 times greater in the boundary layer than at 6 km altitude, then a single such cloud event would approximately double the gas abundance at 6 km. With a soluble gas, the contribution from the lowest 2 km to the abundance at 6 km is only ∼ 1%. A much steeper fall off in the abundance of such a gas with altitude would be necessary for cloud transport to have a significant effect. It should also be remembered that the cloud we have simulated fills approximately one-third of the 2-D domain, or one-ninth of the equivalent 3-D domain. Larger clouds or several cloud events within the same domain would have a correspondingly greater impact on gas abundances in the free and upper troposphere.
Summary and conclusions
A two-dimensional cloud model with detailed microphysics has been extended to include trace gas scavenging process, and was used to investigate the sensitivity of trace gas redistribution by convective clouds to cloud macro-and microstructure, gas solubility, and the method of calculating gas uptake into droplets. The emphasis of this study was on developing a general picture of the factors that control gas transport in clouds, rather than focusing on particular gases or case studies.
We have simulated both marine and continental precipitating clouds with a top at approximately 7.5 km, without ice formation. Under these conditions the simulations reveal a clear pattern of behaviour depending on gas solubility. The transport of low solubility gases (with an effective Henry's law constant H * < 10 3 mol dm −3 atm −1 ) was found to be nearly identical to that of an insoluble tracer. All highly soluble gases (H * > 10 6 mol dm −3 atm −1 ) were also found to behave in a nearly identical way, independent of their solubility. The transport of moderately soluble gases (H * between 10 3 and 10 6 mol dm −3 atm −1 ) depends on the precise value of H * .
The abundance of highly soluble gases was typically less than 0.5% that of the insoluble tracer in the middle of the cloud, where wet removal processes are dominant. However, in the uppermost parts of the cloud, defined to be approximately the top 1 km of visible cloud, the abundance of even the most soluble gases was 20-50% that of the insoluble tracer. This ratio of the abundance of highly soluble gases to that of the insoluble tracer in the uppermost part of the cloud is a parameter that depends on the cloud morphology and microphysics, but is independent of the precise value of Henry's law constant of the soluble gas. Although the abundance of even the insoluble tracer at these altitudes was typically less than 5% of the boundary layer concentration, the comparatively high concentrations of highly soluble gases at cloud top may not be negligible for some local chemical and aerosol processes.
The abundance of highly soluble gases was found to be a factor of 6 higher at the top of continental clouds than in maritime clouds. This much higher abundance is caused by the less efficient wet removal processes in continental clouds. However, the factor of 6 difference in abundance is much greater than the difference in maximum rainfall, which was a factor of 2 greater in the maritime cloud.
Our calculations demonstrate that general statements about the efficiency of gas transport cannot be made, implying that, in large scale models, care must be taken to define the gas solubility, the type of convective cloud involved (i.e. maritime or continental), as well as the altitude of interest.
We have found that the temperature dependence of the Henry's law constant is important for moderately soluble gases and needs to be included in large scale models. For gases with a high enthalpy of solution, the abundance of the gas in the uppermost part of the cloud is equivalent to that of a gas with an effective temperature-independent Henry's law constant evaluated at 0
• C a factor of 7 higher. The transport of low and high solubility gases is insensitive to the change in solubility with temperature.
A fully kinetic calculation of gas dissolution into the cloud droplets appears to be necessary for an accurate simulation of soluble gas redistribution. Gases with a solubility less than 10 3 mol dm −3 atm −1 are in Henry's law equilibrium with all droplets, while tracers with a solubility between 10 3 and 10 5 mol dm −3 atm −1 are in Henry's law equilibrium for cloud drops but not for rain drops. Gases with even higher solubilities are not in Henry's law equilibrium at all. The assumption of Henry's law equilibrium leads to a factor 5 underestimate of soluble gas abundances in the uppermost parts of the cloud, although the concentrations of all gases are low at such high altitudes.
